Abstract-In this paper, we extend our previous work in investigating the performance of different autobiographic memory control architectures which are developed based on a basic subsumption control architecture for Artificial Life autonomous agents surviving in a dynamic virtual environment. In our previous work we showed how autonomous agents' survival in a static virtual environment can benefit from autobiographic memory, with a kind of communication of experiences in multi-agent experiments. In the current work we extend the existing memory architecture by enhancing its functionalities and introducing Long-term Autobiographic Memory, which is derived from the inspiration of human memory schema -categorical rules or scripts that psychologists in human memory research believe all humans possess to interpret the word. A large-scale and dynamic virtual environment is created to compare the performance of various types of agents with various memory control architectures, and each agent's behaviour is observed and analyzed together with lifespan measurements. Results confirm our previous research hypothesis that autobiographic memory can prove beneficial -indicating increases in the lifespan of an autonomous, autobiographic, minimal agent. Furthermore, the utility of combining Long-term Memory with Short-term Memory is established. We finally discuss the environmental factors influencing the performance of each architecture and the areas for future work.
Introduction
Remembering past events certainly helps an animal or a human to learn from experience; therefore, for many years, researchers in the fields of biology, artificial life and psychology have been investigating how memory influences the behaviour of both human and other animals. Our previous work has studied the length of autobiographic memory embedded in an artificial animal to improve its foraging behaviour [Ho et al., 2003 ] and the effect of sharing memories with other agents surviving in the same environment [Ho et al., 2004] . In this paper, we study the design space of agent control architectures with autobiographic memory and aim to develop a more sophisticated memory control architecture which is generic and adaptive for a minimal Artificial Life agent. Autobiographic memory is a specific kind of episodic memory, which in humans develops in childhood [Nelson, 1993] . Autobiographic agents are agents which are embodied and situated in a particular environment (including other agents), and which dynamically reconstruct their individual history (autobiography) during their lifespan, as defined in [Dautenhahn, 1996] . Autobiographic memory is an important ingredient for socially intelligent agents [Dautenhahn, 1999] . Moreover, it is useful for synthesizing agents that can behave adaptively [Nehaniv and Dautenhahn, 1998a] , and for designing agents that apparently 'have a life' and thus appear believable and acceptable to humans [Dautenhahn, 1998] .
For many decades researchers in psychology have widely studied schema theories which indicate the representations and encoding processes of human memory [Alba and Hasher, 1983] . As autobiographic memory is part of the human long-term episodic memory, we apply schema theories in designing autobiographic memory for autonomous Artificial Life agents. Here, an important feature is event reconstruction, which is reflected in the memory processes of selection and abstraction. A selection process specifies that all incoming stimuli are selectively remembered for our memory representation, and the abstraction process denotes that the meaning of an event or a message is stored without entirely refering to its original contents.
A feature of memory and remembering is that they provide 'extrasensory' meaningful information by which an agent may modulate or guide its immediate or future behaviour; this broader temporal horizon can allow for planning for future actions and learning from past or imagined sequences of events. Our work focuses on realizing such mechanisms in artificial autonomous agents [Nehaniv and Dautenhahn, 1998a , Nehaniv, 1999 , Nehaniv et al., 2002 .
Related Work
The earlier study in [Ho et al., 2003 ] highlights the effectiveness of autobiographic memory applied to an autonomous agent from an Artificial Life perspective. The virtual experimental-based approach deals with different implementation designs of control architectures for autobiographic agents, including detailed measurements of the agents' lifetimes compared with purely reactive agents, compared in two distinct static environments. Experimental results produced evidence which confirmed the research hypothesis that autobiographic memory can prove beneficial, indicating increases in the lifetime of an autonomous autobiographic minimal agent. In particular, both Trace-back and Locality autobiographic memory architectures, with or without noise interference, showed superiority over purely reactive control [Ho et al., 2003] .
We have also investigated multiple autobiographic Alternatively, two seasons Summer and Winter, have been simulated in the environment to have a higher level of environmental dynamics (Table 1) . Each season has the same duration but different effects on a) the level of heat and cold in different areas of the environment, b) dynamic resources allocation and c) the accessibility of the river.
Agent Embodiment
All agents in the dynamic environment are virtually embodied with the same body size and sensors. They are equipped with nine external sensors: seven Hit-Ray sensors [Blaxxun, 2004] form a 90 degree fan-shape for detecting the objects, landforms, as well as the environment heat from different types of landforms; agent body has a landform sensor and also a time sensor for sensing the current season of the environment. Figure 2 shows the distribution of these sensors.
All agents have a finite lifespan and are required to wander in the environment as their basic behavior. The survival of an agent depends on maintaining homeostasis for its four internal physiological variables, namely glucose, moisture, energy and body temperature. Internal variables glucose, moisture and energy are initialized close to a maximum value at the start of each experimental simulation run and can be increased by taking different types of resources in the environment. Variable body temperature is initialized to be ideal -half of the maximum value and needs to be maintained between maximum and minimum values by regularly wandering in different areas in the environment. Each translation or rotation of the agent will reduce the internal variables glucose, moisture and energy by a certain value. When the internal variables glucose, moisture and energy drop below a threshold, which is half of the maximum value, then the agent begins searching around for resources dynamically located in the environment. When body temperature goes beyond the ideal range -lower than 30% or higher than 70% of the maximum value, the agent needs to move to an appropriate area to maintain body temperature until it comes back to the ideal range again. If the value of one of the internal variables (glucose, moisture and energy) less than a particular minimum value, or body temperature reaches the minimum or maximum value, then the agent will die. The experimental parameters (thresholds Table 2 : Relationships between agents' internal variables and different resources and contexts in the environment.
etc.) that allow the agents to live in the virtual environment, but eventually die, were determined in initial tests.
The relationship between internal physiological variables and various types of resources in the environment are shown in Table 2 .
Agent Memory Control Architectures
We aim to develop appropriate autobiographic memory architectures on top of a basic subsumption control architecture in order to enhance the agents' performance in surviving in a dynamic environment. To achieve this goal, we designed and implemented three different control architectures: Purely Reactive (PR), Short-term memory (STM) and Long-term memory (LTM). In addition to these three architectures, in the experiments section we also investigate the fourth type, which is built by combining STM and LTM into one architecture in order to broaden the agents' temporal horizon by taking advantage of more sophisticated memory control algorithms. For both STM and LTM architectures, their distinctive memory layers control algorithms are built on top of the PR architecture with the aim of inhibiting the execution of behavior from the PR architecture optionally.
Purely Reactive Architecture (PR)
In this paper, we define a PR agent as an agent who makes its decisions for executing behavior totally based on its internal physiological variables and sensory inputs. Therefore we designed and implemented the PR agent by using a basic subsumption control architecture [Brooks, 1985] , as illustrated in Figure 3 . The architecture of the PR agent includes six layers. Higher-level behaviours inhibit or override lower-level behaviours. The agent usually wanders around in the environment by executing the bottom layer in the architecture. When the agent encounters an object, which can be any kind of resource, obstacle or one of the boundaries of the environment (walls), then the agent avoids the obstacle or the wall by generating a random direction rotating its body. This behaviour will also be triggered in case the agent encounters a resource object, but the internal vari- Figure 4 . The STM Trace-back process will be triggered if one of the internal variables of the agent is lower than the threshold and the table of STM entries has at least one useful entry, which indicates that the agent has previously encountered a relevant resource or a landform. Once Traceback has started, the agents will simply 'undo' all previous behaviors. This mechanism has a close connection to the algebraic notion of inverse in mathematics [Nehaniv and Dautenhahn, 1998a] . Thus, the agent will execute the reverse of each action step-by-step starting with the most recent action, using the information specified in Direction and Distance. The Trace-back process will be completed once the agent has executed actions undoing all memories entries and has reached the target resource. At this moment, the agent will start sensing around for the resource. During the Trace-back process, we have also introduced noise (Gaussian, standard deviation 50) to slightly alter the Direction value when the agent is retrieving an entry from its STM. Therefore, there are possibilities that the resource is not available at this location since 1) some resources in the environment are dynamically distributed; or 2) the actual rotation and distance value in each entry might have been slightly distorted by accumulated errors created by the noise during the Trace-back process. As a consequence of these accumulated errors the agent might not be able to finish the Trace-back process, which is terminated if the agent collides with any other object or agent in the environment.
After an agent performs a Track-back process, the result will be either: target is found or target is not found; in both situations, those undone entries will be cleared and the agent will start making new entries from that point. When an STM agent facing the environmental dynamics, such as unstable resource distributions and the flowing direction of the river and waterfall in summer, these sometime cause the agent to fail in executing the Trace-back process, where upon the agent will erase all the memory entries in STM. As an STM agent can not remember an unlimited number of entries; the number of entries in STM is determined by estimating the costs of executing Trace-back process of undoing all existing entries. If the cost for one of the intemal variables is higher than the current value, then the length of STM will be shrunk by deleting the earliest entries since the agent is not able to afford the cost of doing the Trace back, as illustrated in Figure 4 . The processes of erasing undone entries and dynamically shrinking the length of STM can be seen as an improvement from the previous work [Ho et al., 2003, Ho et Figure 6 shows, after all possible events have been reconstructed by records from ESK, an autobiographic memory schema dedicated for satisfying a specific internal physiological variable.
With regard to the dynamic virtual environment introduced in Section 2, all possible events which are generated by the environment and can be remembered by the agent in its LTM, are classified in Table 3 .
Event Filtering and Ranking (EFR) Processes
After a LTM agent survives for a certain period of time and wanders around different areas in the environment, its ER process is able to produce groups of events when it needs to retrieve an appropriate event from its LTM. Therefore in the next stage we add Event Filtering and Ranking (EFR) Processes to 1) filter out inappropriate events by applying environmental rules learnt from situations when the agent was surviving in the dynamic environment, and then 2) rank the remaining events by measuring their significance of them to the agent.
The first step of EFR processes is searching for the instantaneous context, where the situation the agent is currently facing fully matches the target situation specified by the Key Record; in this case, the agent will directly execute the LTM Trace behaviour (Redoing a sequence of actions with length zero) and just wander around in the same area and wait for the target object to appear. If the current situation doesn't match any target situation, in the second step of EFR processes some events which are inappropriate to the 577 Figure 5 ). If there is more than one event left after the filtering process, a ranking process will choose the most significant event (shown as Priority Key (Type 1) in Figure 5 ) to do the LTM Trace. The most significant event is calculated by measuring the total change of internal physiological variables glucose, moisture and energy. EFR processes are illustrated in Figure 7 .
To execute a LTM Trace (either a Redo or Undo event), the agent will try to achieve the next situation from the current situation, until it reaches the target one. For example, once an LTM agent wandering in the Oasis area needs to find Cactus in the Desert area, this agent follows the reconstructed event experienced in the past, which indicates that in order to reach the desert area, the agent will need to go to the mountain area, and then the desert area. Before it can consume the cactus, the event also indicates that the agent should have a Stone to crush the Cactus; therefore it only searches for a Stone after it reaches the desert area. Apart from the main measured dependent variable -the average lifespan in 10 experimental runs of each agent control architecture, we also observe the capability of each architecture in keeping up its internal variables in the ideal value range. Therefore, in each experimental run we recorded the change of all internal variables by monitoring over time. We expect that a desirable control architecture for agents surviving in a highly dynamic environment should be able to maintain all internal variables in the ideal value range -in this study, this means most of the time internal variables glucose, moisture and energy should be kept at a level higher than a threshold (half of the maximum value). Figure 8 shows lifespans of four types of agent. Since we are also interested in observing each agent's comprehensive behaviour generated from its unique control architecture, Figure 9 and Figure 10 illustrate how well all four types of agents maintain their internal physiological variables. Figure 9 and Figure 10 . The reason is that STM agents need to spend a certain amount of time and internal variables' energy to execute the Trace-back process in order to reach the target resource or landform, as indicated in Figure 9 .
Results
Compared to the previous work [Ho et al., 2003 , Ho et al., 2004 , in which we studied a single PR or STM agents surviving in a flat and static virtual environment with constant resource distributions; in this work results show that LTM agents with a sophisticated autobiographic memory architecture, inspired by human memory research in psychology, can survive and cope with events in a dynamic and temporally rich environment with the characteristics of irreversibility and non-commutativity. Experiment results and observations showed that the mechanisms for guiding behaviour executions from PR and STM agents tend to be too simple for the dynamically changing environment.
On the other hand, after LTM agents learnt some environmental rules by experiencing them, such as when climbing up the mountain or getting stuck in the lake area will cost more internal variables than wandering in other areas. They tend to stay wandering in the area where they can find every necessary resource to maintain their internal variables in the ideal value range. The process of ranking event-significance also helps the agent to avoid going to areas highly costly for internal variables.
Finally, comparing with STM Trace-back process, the Realizations in artificial agents of story-telling and narrative features can benefit from the temporal horizon of autobiographic agents using temporally extended meaningful information [Ho et al., 2004 , Nehaniv, 1999 , Nehaniv et al., 2002 , and should thus benefit from LTM. In addition to this, by receiving and re-using (and verifying) events from other agents ('stories'), an agent with Longterm Autobiographic Memory may be able to recognize other agents individually. During the agent's lifetime, since it manages the history of interactions with other agents in the past and there will be an increasing influence on agents' behaviours from this history, some processes in EFR can later be developed into having higher priorities in choosing which event is to be executed; this implies that certain levels of trust, as well as distrust, could be built up between agents as time passes by. Bibliography
